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WHITE PAPER

ABSTRACT

A blockchain is a beneficial instrument that has aided in the development and
commercialization of cryptocurrencies. This market has recently expanded
unexpectedly, mostly to address the issues of decentralization and speed. There are
now numerous opportunities for implementing blockchain technology, such as data
storage, payment facilitation, and money-raising. Cryptocurrencies have also been
shown to be an important solution in everyday life. Specific application areas are
expanding and being researched as the cryptocurrency ecosystem improves. Digital
currency is employed in a variety of fields and sectors. The use of digital currency is
increasing daily. AZNT is intended to provide crypto and DeFi fans with secure,
inclusive, innovative, and transparent staking services. AZNT enables consumers to
participate in the cryptocurrency market conveniently and smoothly. AZNT is a fully
integrated, decentralised, and cost-effective token staking platform.
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INTRODUCTION

The AZNT Token is the first cryptocurrency token designed to adapt to changing
market conditions and rules, and its users have ultimate control over it. It is a platform
that values human life, as indicated by its tagline, "Being Human is Given, but
Maintaining Our Humanity is a Choice." "By keeping our word, we hope to meet the
basic human needs of people who don't have a place to live, no one to turn to for
help, and no resources with which to meet their basic human needs."
The AZNT Token is a TRC-20 token, which is the token standard used by Tron. We've
noticed that investors are looking for new fair launch tokens that will allow them to
maximise their profits in a short period. We chose Tron, however, to indicate to our
users that they are our primary emphasis. As a result, our cryptocurrency will be more
stable and likely to survive than existing centralised and distributed cryptographic
forms of money.
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MISSION

Our client base and expansion objectives are vigorously sought by empowering
newcomers and developing a strong community commitment to foster trust and
address any problems that may emerge between the focal and members of our
natural environment. Keeping the price of our token as a motivator for our
representative holders. We must achieve our goal of providing a safe environment for
our customers. We have no reservations about reaching an agreement on
improvements to our understanding that will help our community, particularly
homeless people in critical need of support.
We do not want to see the market manipulated in any way. We are constantly looking
for innovative methods to improve the lives of homeless people because we think
that More Is Possible. In a variety of locations, we aim to provide a haven, permanent
housing, and supportive services to persons experiencing chronic homelessness.
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VISION
We feel that the greatest noticeable influence is when new people enter the market
and decide to stay. Understanding how the bitcoin world works will be overwhelming
for newcomers to the cryptocurrency arena. Our business intends to create a phase
that will deliver a remarkable consumer adventure experience while simultaneously
providing a decentralised area that will entice newcomers to stay by providing a
passive revenue stream and a sense of fulfilment that their presence is aiding their
fellow humans. whether as stagegoers or as sellers
The goal of the AZNT Token is to provide a safe environment for exchanging valuable
crypto while remaining decentralized. We are grateful to the holders who will help us
tremendously expand our business, and we will continue to build this environment so
that it can draw more invested people to the stage regularly.
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OUR WORKING
BLOCKCHAIN PARTNER
TRON
TRON
Tron is a blockchain-based decentralized stage that means to construct a free,
worldwide computerized content theater setup with appropriated capacity
innovation, and permits simple and practical sharing

of advanced substance. Utilizing the blockchain and its decentralized brilliant
agreement capacity, the possibility of Tron is that clients will encounter a
decentralized web where "brokers, for example, Google and Facebook are not
required for clients to get to the content. The TRON convention runs on a Delegated
Proof of Stake (DPoS) Governance Model. This permits clients to perform exchanges
with near zero-expense while as yet being safe towards exchange spam.
Exchanges on the Tron Blockchain are kept up by a consortium of Super
Representatives (SR) that are cast a ballot in by TRX holders who have secured their
stake as Tron Power
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OUR WORKING
BLOCKCHAIN PARTNER
TRON
TRON
The entirety of this has given Tron the possibility to ascend high, rapidly, and
assemble a great deal of help and interest from all sides. Since TRON empowers
savvy agreements to be sent and executed, the chances of utility applications are
limitless.

High-throughput
High throughput is accomplished by improving the TPS in TRON, which has
outperformed Bitcoin and Ethereum, to every day utilize a commonsense degree.

High-versatility
Applications are given a more extensive assortment of approaches to be sent in
TRON as a result of its adaptability and profoundly powerful savvy contract. It can
uphold tremendous quantities of clients.

High-accessibility
More dependable organization structure, client resource, inborn worth and a more
significant level of decentralization agreement accompany an improved prizes
appropriation component
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HOW OUR ECOSYSTEM
WORKS
STAKING
AZNT staking is quickly becoming a practice of gaining passive income by merely
storing or locking funds in a wallet as more individuals, including institutional
investors understand the crypto market's lucrativeness. Since staking
cryptocurrencies necessitates certain technological crypto know-how and
compliance criteria, AZNT staking platforms are useful for allowing investors,
including those lacking technical knowledge of cryptocurrencies, to stake proof of
stake (PoS) coins and receive rewards. The staking network lends you their
professional skills and authenticates stakes on your behalf for a small percentage of
your staking prizes, allowing you to receive submissive profits.Staking platforms that
enable investors to collect staking incentives have sprung up in response to the rapid
growth in crypto staking. If you're interested in earning a passive income by staking
and love supporting charities, this is the place to be

LENDING
It is well known that cryptocurrency is gaining popularity as a payment option. That's
not all; it can also be a fantastic financial opportunity. The assets might appreciate in
value while you retain them without intending to sell them, which is what crypto
lending allows you to accomplish.
You may lend your bitcoin and receive interest in return, which is why this practise is
so popular. Consider it like a savings account. A savings account allows you to keep
your money while the credit union or bank pays you interest on the balance. In this
manner, it can utilise the funds to make loans to others.
The AZNT Foundation is here to assist you in lending your coin. Then you must
consider the type of exchange you desire, either fixed or flexible. The next step is to
decide how many coins you want to lend. This is determined by market conditions, as
well as the results you seek and your risk tolerance.
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HOW OUR ECOSYSTEM
WORKS
BURNING
The decision to burn tokens is vested in the
developer team of the coin by acting upon the
strategy of sending cryptocurrency tokens to a
wallet that has no access key. We are giving a
certain %age of the circulating supply in the
burning process. Without the private key, these
tokens cannot be accessed by anyone and are lost
forever. We intend to save our platform from
sharks and whales.

LIQUIDITY
Every trade contributes towards auto-generating
liquidity that goes into multiple pools used by
exchanges. If liquidity is unlocked, the token
developers can engage in the famed "rug pull."
Our Platform offers our users a liquidity-locked
system. Liquidity is locked by delivering liquidity
pool (LP) tokens to a time-lock smart contract and
relinquishing ownership for a set length of time.
Developers cannot recover funds from the
liquidity pool unless they own LP tokens. This
gives investors assurance that the token
developers will not abscond with the liquidity
funds. It is now standard practice for all token
creators, which distinguishes a fake currency from
a legitimate one.
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HOW DO I PURCHASE
ASTRAZION TOKEN?
AZNT Token works through TRON decentralized stage and for swapping i.e,
purchase, selling, contributing it utilizing JustSwap. It is a TRON-based
computerized liquidity convention that permits clients to trade AZNT with TRC20
tokens immediately in a decentralized way. JustSwap was dispatched by JUST which
is an establishment resolved to foster TRON-based Defi conventions and investigate
the capability of DeFi on the TRON organization.

To utilize JustSwap you need to have a TronLink Wallet. The stage is simply
conceivable to utilize if you interface with a TronLink Wallet.
Stage 1: Connect your TronLink wallet to JustSwap
Stage 2: Swapping Coin on JustSwap
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TOKENOMICS
TOKEN DETAILS
TOKEN NAME
AZNT
TOKEN SYMBOL
$AZNT

TOKEN TYPE
TRC-20

PLATFORM
TRON NETWORK
TOTAL SUPPLY
2,000,000,000
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TOKENOMICS
TOKEN DISTRIBUTIONS

Reserves 15%

Founding
Members
5%

Project
Development Team
2%
Marketing Division
5%
IT Team 3%
Advisors 3%

Staking Rewards
15%

Private Sale
5%

Liquid & Listing 10%
Community & Air
Drop 37%
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ROADMAP
MARCH 2021

APRIL 2021
Testing & Team established
Completed all testing and
first version of site goes live
Began working on website's
back end
Finilized token breakdown

Idea & Concept
Idea was born and concept
outlined
Began market research
Domain & hosting purchased
Started designing front-end

MAY 2021

JUNE TO JULY 2021
Smart Contract in TRON
network
TRC-20 AZNT Token
deployed onto main-net
Aim to achieve 200,000
holders by June 2022

Marketing Starts
Build community
Increased personnel in I.T.
and Crypto Development
Team
Continued market research
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ROADMAP
AUGUST 2021

SEPTEMBER 2021

Achieved more than 20,000
members
Planning for AZNT community
foundation
Pre ICO preparations

Continued building
community
Achieved milestone of
above 40,000 members
Pre- ICO stage 2
conversion of platform
token

OCTOBER 2021

NOVEMBER 2021

Building social reputation
worldwide
Start building social
responsibility in community
foundation in Philippines
and abroad

Successfully lunched pre ICO
sales
Sold out in 3 days
Incorporated
Registered AZNT Astrazion
Noble Tasks Community
foundation, inc Philippines
While begin strategic business
planning, project and program
Begin exploration of ecosystem project
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ROADMAP
DECEMBER 2021

JANUARY 2022
Begin to established the AZ Program
and AZ Project as part of the AZNT
Eco-systems
Registered AZNT GLOBAL HOLDINGS
Incorporated,Philippines
New corporate website development..
astrazion.us
Begin testing of back end
functionality
Front-end redesign
Social media account set up
Begin matching design for back end
Begin corporate working email
designs

APRIL 2022
AZNT COMMUNITY
FOUNDATION will launched our
grand launching worldwide
Secure a relationship with a
leading cryptocurrency
organization
Finalize marketing material and
strategy
Listed in major leading
cryptocurrency exchanger and
platforms

Registered AZNT GLOBAL
HOLDINGS incorporated, USA
List in crypto market platforms
P2P platform launched
P2P public new registration
and login established

FEBRUARY TO
MARCH 2022
Registered AZMart incorporation
Philippines
Opening AZ24 convient store as part
of the AZNT ECO-system project
AZPAY payment portal will be
launched into virtual assets service
providers as far as the BSP
regulations is concerned.
AZPAY is under AZprogrqm as part of
the AZNT ECO-system project
AZNT TOKEN smart contact to be
deployed in trust wallet, metamask,
crypto wallets, my tron wallet, torus
Crypto wallet platform and more
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CORE TEAM
NAPOLEON DC VISPERAS

ENGR REMUS PEDRO'S
SALGADO

Chairman/Founder
AstraZion Global Holdings
AZNT Community Foundation

Chief Operations Officer
AstraZion Global Holdings
AZNT Community Foundation

JONNIE G. GANANCIAL

ROLANDO C. OSO

Vice President, Marketing
AstraZion Global Holdings
AZNT Community Foundation
Corporate Secretary
AstraZion Global Holdings
AZNT Community Foundation
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CORE TEAM
CAROL JOY BALBUENA
VISPERAS

FRANCISCO G.
BALADJAY JR.

Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
AstraZion Global Holdings
AZNT Community Foundation

Board Member
AstraZion Global Holdings
AZNT Community Foundation

ALLEN FRENZY

HASSAN TAMARI

Chief technology expert
AstraZion Global Holdings
AZNT Community Foundation
Blockchain specialist
AstraZion Global Holdings
AZNT Community Foundation
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. Get advice from
legal, financial, taxation, or other competent law practitioners if you have any doubts.
All of the information provided here is not intended to be complete, and it should
never be construed as a part of different contractual arrangements. Our firm
conviction is that the information provided in this white paper is accurate and up to
date and that all products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and
company timelines are authentic and up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials
may have changed without notice, and they can never be considered a signatory
agreement of advice.
No Advice:
This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a legally
enforceable commitment to contribute. This white paper also does not constitute any
form or part of any opinion that can be construed as advice, or that can be used to
sell or solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be interpreted as
a part of any effect that can be used in the formation of a contract or an investment
decision.
Compliance with tax obligations:
Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any, taxes, if
any, apply to their transactions. The website's owners or authors are not responsible
for choosing which taxes apply to transactions.
Limitation of liability
AZNT TOKEN shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of this
website's material, including written material, links to third-party sites, data,
quotations, charts, and buy/sell signals. Please be fully informed about the dangers
and expenses of trading assets on the financial markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs,
in particular, is one of the riskiest investing options. There's a chance you'll lose your
entire investment.
Investment risks
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high-risk level and is not suited for all investors. You
should carefully evaluate your investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite
before opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.
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